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 To introduce a range of factual and informative texts.
 To develop awareness of different types of non-fiction writing.
 To provide opportunity to write imaginatively for specific

audiences’ and for themselves.

En2 Reading:
1e, Range:

 Introduced to a wide range of non-fiction texts, e.g. autobiographies, biographies,
journals, diaries, letters, travel writing, leaflets.

 Given opportunities to read texts that show quality in language use, and portray
information, issues, and events relating to contemporary life or past experience in ways
that are interesting and challenging.

2c, Key skills:
 Given opportunities to read factual and informative texts in order to: 
 select information;
 compare and synthesise information drawn from different texts, e.g. IT-based sources and

printed articles;
 make effective use of information in their own work;
 Evaluate how information is presented.
 In using information sources, pupils should be taught to sift the relevant from the

irrelevant, and to distinguish between fact and opinion, bias and objectivity.

3a. Standard English and language study:
 Pupils are taught to recognise, analyse, and evaluate the characteristic features of

Different types of text in print and other media. They are given opportunities to
Consider the effects of organisation and structure, how authors' purposes and intentions are
Portrayed, and how attitudes, values and meanings are communicated.

En3 Writing:
Key skills:

 Improve and sustain writing.
 Use knowledge to organise and express ideas and information in discursive, persuasive

and other types of non-fiction writing.

Range:
 Given opportunity to write for a range of specific readers.
 To extend confidence in writing.
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Furniture game: one person
thinks of someone in the group but does not say who it is. The rest of the class must
guess the name by asking certain kinds of questions. What sort of furniture is this
person? What type of tree? Flower, weather, what time of day? Animal, drink Etc.
The person must answer with whatever comes into her head. The class must guess
from the clues no physical descriptions can be used.
Individual: The class is now asked to write a 5 minute description of themselves
using the idea of the furniture game-, I am a rose, I am a lion, I am a chair, I am
orange juice etc.
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 The class discuss the poem and why they think he chose to write it as a
poem? The class discuss their first day at South Dartmoor.

 one of your old teachers
 a friend who is still there
 to the pupils who will be following in your footsteps to a. secondary school next

year. Tell the person you're writing to about how you're getting on in your new
school, what you like about it and what you miss about your old school. Describe
the kind of work you've been doing in English and how you've enjoyed it.
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What would you choose? Would you decide on clothes to last a long time, or cheaper
clothes that would wear out more quickly? What kinds of materials would you
choose–wool, cotton, nylon, fur, silk, leather? What styles? What colours?
Describe each outfit in detail and add sketches to go with them.
Extension work: write a letter to the Principal describing the new uniform you have
designed and explaining why it should be used instead of the present one.
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